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Minutes 
Architectural Review Board 

Village/Town of Mount Kisco 
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 

7:30 pm 
 

 
Meeting called to order at 7:38 pm, Wednesday, March 16, 2011, at the 
Municipal Building, Mount Kisco, New York. 
 
Members Present:   Chairman Kevin Kelly  

Bruce Hartleben 
Anne Houck 
Patti Kiernan  
Jim McDonald 

 
Staff Present:   Austin Cassidy 
 
Staff Absent:  None 
 
Returning Cases: 
 
None 
 
New Cases: 
 
1. Isi Albanese     Case ARB08-27 
 Frannie’s Goodie Shop   Amend Comprehensive 
 134 Main Street     Sign Package 
 
Chairman Kelly called the first case, 134 Main Street.  Isi Albanese, 
property owner, appeared before the Board. 
 
Mr. Albanese said he is asking for a background color change on a wall 
sign to match the existing awnings on his building for a new business sign 
at his building.   Anne Houck stated that the Comprehensive Sign Package 
for this site has already been approved and asked if this application 
complies with the sign package.  The Recording Secretary stated that the 
application does comply with the exception of the background color of the 
proposed sign. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked the Board if there were any questions about the 
application.  There were none.  Mr. Albanese said he was wondering if he 
could keep the background color as an open option in the sign package if 
there is a tenancy change in the future.  Chairman Kelly said he would 
prefer that he come back before the Board and amend the package should 
that be the case. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked for a motion. 
 
Motion:  Anne Houck made a motion to accept the sign package for 
134 Main Street as presented.  Patti Kiernan seconded the motion.  
All ayes. 
 
 
2. Mount Kisco Sign Company  Case #ARB11-4 
 65 So. Moger Avenue    Comprehensive Sign  
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549   Package 
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Mr. Wayne Timonan, principal of Timonan Design and Mr. Rich Alexander 
from Mount Kisco Sign Company appeared before the Board.  Mr. 
Alexander said they are before the Board with a Comprehensive Sign 
Package and some aesthetic issues for 65 South Moger Avenue.   
 
Mr. Timonan said they are developing a limited residential interior design 
center on the second floor of this property and face a double hurdle of 
second floor retail and also a building that doesn’t look retail on the 
second floor and has poor identity in terms of lobby entrance.  He said it 
needs a lot of massaging to get it to the point it’s going to have the kind 
of high-end retail look that they want.   
 
Mr. Timonan said they want to do limited work to the outside, largely to 
the two lobbies in the rear and the front of the building and also to paint 
the gray part of the building sort of a sand beige color so the whole 
building would then be one unified color.  He showed the Board sketches 
of their proposed change to the South Moger Avenue lobby.  He said they 
are trying to create a two-story effect and integrate the lobby with a 
residential feel.  He said all of the smaller lights in the windows are etched 
glass that takes on a very grayish tone.  He said they want to add brass 
accent strips to all of the small panes on both the front and back of the 
building.  He showed a sample of the strips to the Board.  Mr. Timonan 
said he thinks it gives both a residential feel to the building and makes the 
etched glass more vibrant.  Chairman Kelly asked if the rest of the panes 
would remain the same color.  Mr. Timonan said they would.  Only this 
one element would be added to the panes 
 
Mr. Timonan said another problem on South Moger Avenue is there is a 
curve in the street right where the lobby is located and you don’t see the 
lobby until you are right on top of it when you are driving down the street.  
One thing they have thought of doing is to put some art panels on the 
sides of the projecting lobby in a very bright color to give a designer look 
to the building and create some notice-ability.  They are thinking of using 
a bright red as a primary accent color both outside and inside of the 
building.  He showed the Board a sample of the 3-foot by 8-foot panels.    
He said there would be no signage or graphics on the panels.  They would 
be a decorative element on the building.  He said another thing they are 
planning to do is to make the lobby interior a show window.  Patti Kiernan 
asked if they would be removing the blue awning and light fixtures.  Mr. 
Alexander said they were.  Mr. Timonan showed the Board sketches of the 
lobby interior.  They want to create a residential feel, having a gas low 
fireplace and a plasma TV possibly showing features of their products.  He 
said they are thinking of the vaulted ceiling in a glass mosaic tile.  He said 
their goal is to get people to come in and see the store. 
 
Mr. Timonan said the situation in the rear of the building is that it is just 
lost in the overall context of the very large parking lot.  Seventy five 
percent of the traffic in the past has come through the rear entrance 
because of the parking lot.  So even though it’s the back door, it’s the 
most important door in terms of the actual traffic coming into the building.  
He said because of the configuration of the building, there is sort of a 
niche created where the present lobby is, which makes it more lost 
because it recedes.  Mr. Timonan said they want to do something to 
create a very dramatic two-story lobby effect.  It said it would work as a 
two-story lobby because of the color scheme of the finishes.  He showed 
the Board sketches of the rear.   
 
Mr. Timonan said one element is to add a two-story canvas canopy in the 
rear of the building in a bright red color with post lights on either side to 
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create an entrance feeling and give more light at night.  He said the 
building has a back door feeling right now that they have to totally 
mitigate.  He said the frame would be an aluminum structure painted gold 
with a canvas awning.  Samples were shown to the Board.  Mr. Timonan 
said the canvas would be fabric without graphics and signage, just a 
banner sort of effect.  He also showed the Board an interior view of the 
main reception room with a gallery connecting the street lobby to the rear 
lobby with showrooms opening off the gallery.   
 
Chairman Kelly said the presentation feels very New York City-ish with lots 
of bold changes.  He asked if the glass was applied frosting.  Mr. Timonan 
said the frosting is between the panes and there are some areas where 
some additional frosting has been applied.  Jim MacDonald said the 
presentation package submitted still had to be brought up to speed 
because what was being presented appears quite different than the 
package submitted.  Mr. Timonan said in order to evaluate their approach 
to signage you have to look at the overall picture of where they are trying 
to go.  Anne Houck said they are doing a reorganization of the façade, a 
redecoration of the façade and signage.   
 
Chairman Kelly said he thinks the artwork panels are interesting but the 
color choice may be too bright and obnoxious and the color they are 
leaning on for the awning may be more palatable.  He said he is 
concerned that with the canopy on the rear that they are creating a huge 
windsock.  Mr. Cassidy said that was a comment he made on his first 
blush review.  Chairman Kelly said some serious engineering would have 
to be evaluated here.  Mr. Cassidy said this could also have a sonic effect.  
Bruce Hartleben asked about using the same panels in the rear.  Chairman 
Kelly said the holes would howl but suggested the pattern on the panels 
could be silk-screened onto a canvas to give continuity between the front 
and the rear.  Chairman Kelly said the thinks the architectural sketches 
are an enhancement but wonders how they are translated to a real 
building.  He said he feels like he’s walking into an old world hotel.   
 
Chairman Kelly said he wasn’t sure where this case was going to go 
tonight in general.  He felt it would be more feedback to give a direction.  
He said when he looks at the canopy photos his initial reaction is that it is 
garish.  Mr. Timonan said they would be willing to do a larger scale or 
installed mock-ups for the Board’s review because the color is very 
important.  Chairman Kelly referred to Grand Prix’s glass barrel canopy 
and thought they were going there in the rear.  Mr. Timonan said he 
thought they needed the height to be seen.  You can see the tower on the 
building but it doesn’t mean anything.  Patti Kiernan asked if they couldn’t 
get the same effect with a regular awning on the upper rear window.  Mr. 
Timonan said they don’t want to close off the windows.  He said having 
the action of having a two-story lobby effect is going to be really 
important to the attraction.  He said over the long haul they are going to 
become a destination but they have to get to that point.    
 
Jim MacDonald said he feels the artwork is quite nice but they could also 
consider backlighting it so at night it doesn’t become flat and dead against 
the wall.  He said carrying that around to the back is a nice idea for 
continuity.  Mr. Timonan said the plan for actual signage is actually very 
low key.  He feels the building should be a sign in a subtle way.  Jim 
MacDonald said as far as the coloration, it would be great to lighten the 
color from gray but they should consider whether they want the whole 
building the same color.  You could make an argument to make the paint 
lighter up there to differentiate what you are doing.  He said his main 
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concern is the brass in the front because it becomes really striking against 
the white mullions and the color of the building.   
 
Mr. Timonan said they could go with a satin finish instead of polished.  He 
said it still has to act as jewelry to the look of the building and a satin-gold 
aluminum is pragmatically a better way of going in terms of the look and 
no maintenance, etc.  Anne Houck said adding some “jewelry” gives some 
movement to the façade, which is an excellent idea because it is such a 
bland façade and they would gain a sense of engagement with the public.  
She asked if that could be managed without it going over the top.  Mr. 
Timonan said it is always striking that balance.  He said they are trying to 
do elements that have a reason but they don’t want to get carried away 
and go too far and in an over-the-top direction.  He said, however, he 
does not want to be overly subtle either because that becomes self-
defeating.  It might evolve with several different mockup situations. 
 
Anne Houck asked how the art panels would be mounted on the South 
Moger Avenue side of the building?  Mr. Alexander said they could be 
mounted flat.  He added that the suggestion of backlighting them with 
LED’s would be a very beautiful look.  Mr. Timonan said he talked to the 
manufacturer and the panels should be floating but unfortunately the 
standard way of anchoring them is surface anchorage with screws, which 
they would likely put a finishing cap over the screw head.  He really wants 
them to look like artwork.  Chairman Kelly said the panels are interesting 
but they have to be very careful about the color.  He said he likes the 
cutouts and that’s maybe a way to deal with color and awnings in the 
back. Chairman Kelly asked where the property line was located and how 
far out could they go.  Mr. Alexander said he thinks the property line is 
substantial because there is a handicap ramp, which had to be built to 
accommodate the slope quite far.  Chairman Kelly said he liked the idea of 
a glass barrel pulling the lobby out to the street and sucking everybody 
right into that space. 
 
Anne Houck asked what the signage would be made of.  Mr. Timonan said 
what he really wants the whole canopy look to accomplish is for people to 
look up and see the second floor.  He is not so much interested in them 
looking at the lobby per se as really having their eye drawn up.  Anne 
Houck said the rear lobby is very, very small.  It is an elevator lobby and 
there is not much space there. It’s only about 5’ by 8’.  Mr. Timonan said 
they really want to create a residential feel to it, like going into a boutique 
hotel rather than just a commercial look that it has now.  He said there 
really isn’t a lot to work with.  There is a little side hallway that goes to 
the fire stairs that they are probably going to make a kind of gallery of 
product lines to create a little street level interest.  He said the key is to 
get people to look up and wanting to go in and pursue the whole thing.  
That is why he feels a first floor doesn’t really deal with the retail part of 
getting people to deal with the second floor.   
 
Patti Kiernan asked if this was similar to the D&D building in the city in 
that there are going to be fabric houses.  Mr. Timonan said basically they 
are planning on finishes – all flooring, tile, marble, carpeting, rugs and 
then furniture and accessories, and lighting fixtures.  He said they feel 
that almost anything they put in there, they can sell.  They are not going 
to try to get into windows and doors.  It will be limited more to the 
residential decorating kind of end and possibly also limited kitchen and 
bath work because that’s what everyone is interested in. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked Mr. Alexander if signage was premature at this 
point.  Mr. Alexander said yes and no.  Patti Kiernan said she likes the 
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idea of the canopy but will it work, what is the actual color going to be?  
She said everything that is being presented is a creative solution to what 
they want to make it and she thinks it’s good.  Mr. Timonan said it’s 
important enough that they should do an onsite mockup and have it 
evaluated in terms of the colors because they don’t want to strike out with 
it.  Patti Kiernan asked because at this point they are not set on color, 
could they approve.  Chairman Kelly said there could be an alternate color 
or the Board could just give as much direction as they possibly can.  He 
said it’s going to be a different building.  It’s not a sleepy, typical, hand 
wood carved building signage.  It’s more upscale.  It’s more New York 
City.  Mr. Timonan said there’s actually not a lot of construction per se.  
It’s a lot of cosmetic work.  The canopy is a project and they would 
probably start by doing a little bit of engineering research as to exactly 
how they would handle the structure so they know what they’re dealing 
with in terms of the issues of wind, etc. 
 
Mr. Alexander said when you develop Comprehensive Sign Plans they 
have to be general. You have to consider the current tenants and the 
possible future tenants so that when the package is developed and 
accepted, the landlord gets a copy of it. It makes the landlord’s life a lot 
easier when they are dealing with new tenants.  They can just hand them 
the Comprehensive Sign Plan and the tenants have to comply with that.  
So based on that in this package, he said they’ve done a generic 
presentation of individual pin-mounted letters. All the signage here is 
within the Code within this district.  Chairman Kelly said he is less worried 
about the signage at the moment because the signage may drastically 
change depending on the modifications to the architecture.  Are you going 
to do it on the arch, are you going to do it straight across like you have it?  
He said in this case, we have to fine tune some of this architecture and 
give you as much feedback as we can.  Mr. Timonan said they are 
definitely married to the arched sign.  Chairman Kelly said he could poll 
everybody and he asked the Board if anyone had a problem with the 
sketch look?  None of the Board members had any issues.  He said that 
whether the signage is pin-mounted or not is almost secondary.   
 
Chairman Kelly said the Board could give feedback on the artwork on the 
side panels.  Mr. Timonan said they’ve ruled out a punched out letter or 
backlit type letter, as it is not being the right look.  He said he thinks the 
metal letter, whether it’s LED or whatever type of shadow/halo effect they 
create with it, the metal letter effect is much more the look they are trying 
to create with the building.  Chairman Kelly pointed out that the finish of 
the letter matching the X’s would tie things together as well.  Chairman 
Kelly asked the Board if they had an issue with the concept of putting a 
panel on the side of the building in an eye-catching color.  None of the 
Board members had an issue.  Chairman Kelly said the color will be a 
concern.  Patti Kiernan said she thinks it’s important to have it backlit.  
Chairman Kelly said that would make it work better and make it float a 
little bit.  Anne Houck said that would give it more movement and some 
movement at night.   
 
Chairman Kelly said there are just concerns about how they will do the 
awning.  He said they will have to do some serious due diligence because 
it could be a windsock.  It could howl.  Mr. Timonan asked if the Board 
would have any objection to a material other than canvas if they wanted 
to go to a metal panel?  Chairman Kelly said they would have to come 
back with some suggestions.  He said he is truly worried about the noise 
but could you take the panel and sandwich a piece of Lucite in between it, 
possibly even lighting the Lucite in between.  Mr. Alexander said you can 
do anything, it just depends on how much it’s going to cost.  He said he 
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thinks the canvas with the graphic silk-screened on it is good.  Chairman 
Kelly said it’s going to be a big sail and it’s going to get that rippling noise.  
Mr. Alexander said it has to be engineered.  Jim MacDonald said the metal 
feels more like architecture in this case where the other feels like a big 
canopy.  It goes to a different place from his perspective.  Patti Kiernan 
said there is a movement to the canopy that she thinks is nice.  Mr. 
Alexander said they could route and paint some nice quarter inch 
aluminum finials.  Mr. Timonan said the sample is not really very 
representative. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked Bruce Hartleben if he has any problem with the 
concept of doing some type of canopy in the rear with some color.  Bruce 
Hartleben said the fleur de lis at the top feels very vertical.  Chairman 
Kelly asked the Board if they like the concept.  The Board members said 
they do like the concept.  He told the applicant that the next step is for 
them to come back with some engineering, alternates for color.  Mr. 
Timonan said he thought of the aluminum frame being gold and pick up 
the same tonality so it becomes the accent metal color.  Chairman Kelly 
said that signage could be worked into it at that point in time.  Mr. 
Alexander said that Mr. Timonan has a good concept with the signage and 
they have the material, and he thought if they presented just general sign 
specifications, that’s something they could do.  Chairman Kelly said they 
are going to change the feel of the building and by doing that it may 
impact how signage is done, what type of signage, how it’s lit, where it 
goes – all of those factors.  In this case, it’s not like everything else in 
town where it’s there.  This is almost a clean slate and we’re going to do 
something different here.  He said he had confidence that the applicant 
would make it work.   
 
Chairman Kelly said the next step is to fine tune it a little bit down to the 
globe light and what they’re going to look like, the color of the glass.  Mr. 
Timonan said they have a tall fixture with powder-coated aluminum and 
the basic stock color they could use is a dark bronze.  Chairman Kelly 
pointed out that the picture is showing a white globe.  He asked if they 
were doing a clear globe or a tinted globe, etc.  Mr. Timonan said there is 
another issue that the landlord brought up in that there is a problem with 
kids and skateboards in the rear of the building.  He said that was one 
reason they wanted to go with an 11’ tall fixture and a white 
polycarbonate globe as opposed to glass.  Jim MacDonald pointed out that 
there are light fixtures nearby so his concern is how the lights relate to 
them.   
 
Chairman Kelly said he thinks the applicant is on a great track and that’s 
as much feedback as the Board could provide tonight.  Bruce Hartleben 
said he loves old architecture and he loves the scrolled ironwork of those 
lobbies and if they did a scrolled ironwork design in the back like Fifth 
Avenue up in the 80’s, doorman building with the awnings that go all the 
way to the street.  He said that really draws people in – to him it says 
come in.  The fireplace in the lobby looks like a doorman building.  
Chairman Kelly said it’s almost crying out to have a receptionist/concierge 
person downstairs greeting you.  Mr. Timonan said they could have an 
eclectic blend.  It shouldn’t look like it just came out of a box.  It should 
look like it kind of evolved.  They really want to make it a very unique 
property but they have to get into specifics.   
 
Mr. Alexander said he just needed to be a little clearer on where they are 
going from here.  He asked if anything would be approved tonight.  
Chairman Kelly said he thought it was premature.  He said not to worry 
about the future but to focus on the applicant and the future would evolve 
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around it at this point.  He said there is some interesting character here 
that could translate into the rest of the building.  Mr. Alexander said he 
prepared a checklist of things to check off that were addressed but he 
would save them for next time.  Chairman Kelly said this may be one of 
those buildings where a field trip when they are ready to see a mockup, 
he would not have a problem with that.   Everything they have come up 
with so far is interesting and somewhat palatable to the Board.  He 
suggested they investigate a more traditional piece of ironwork.  Mr. 
Timonan asked if it would be helpful to have an onsite evaluation of 
mockup colors.  Anne Houck said she thinks it’s premature.  Chairman 
Kelly suggested doing that at the meeting first.  Anne Houck suggested 
that for both maintenance reasons and for general aesthetic they tone 
down the bright gold.  She would prefer more satin and more bronze.   
Mr. Alexander said they would see the Board next month.  Chairman Kelly 
said if the applicants would like to send anything earlier they could email 
it or drop it off.   
 
3. Gallin Design Studio    Case #ARB11-8 
 Canine Kindergarten      Renovations/ 
 333 No. Bedford Road                          Alterations 
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549 
 
Mr. Michael Gallin, architect, appeared before the Board.   
 
Mr. Gallin said the proposal is to put Canine Kindergarten in the 
freestanding building on the property, which at one point was a truck 
maintenance building on the southeast side of the property.  The building 
is approximately 6000 square feet and they are going to occupy the entire 
building.  The building is relatively utilitarian but they are trying to keep 
the aesthetic generally consistent with the aesthetic incorporated on the 
upgraded portions of the main building.  He took the Board through a floor 
plan of the building.  He pointed out the main entrance on the western 
side of the building.  The roll-up doors on the north side of the building 
are being eliminated, and being replaced with storefront and infill metal 
panels.  On the south side of the building those openings will be reduced 
in scale.  There will still be roll up doors because to the south there is a 
dog play court, which is a fenced in area where the dogs can run around 
and they’ll actually roll up the doors and let the dogs go back and forth 
from inside to outside.   Mr. Gallin said on the western side, all the roll up 
doors are eliminated and are replaced with infill metal panels, storefront 
and some small areas of stucco.  There are three large dog-holding 
rooms, play areas on the south half of the building.  The northwest corner 
is really the greeting area.  There is a grooming room on the northeast 
corner and a dog kitchen per se. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked if there were any issues with zoning and having 
somewhat of a kennel in this area with the neighbors; dogs outdoors in a 
fenced area, etc.  Mr. Cassidy this project is in front of the Planning Board 
and it is good on zoning.  The outdoor area is a dog exercise area.  They 
cannot leave the dogs outside.  Mr. Gallin said the dogs are supervised.  
He said one thing to note is that this business actually exists now in the 
area and are relocating to this building.  In terms of the neighborhood, 
this is not a new business.  Jim MacDonald asked if this is just day or also 
overnight for the dogs.   Mr. Gallin said it is overnight for a small 
percentage of dogs.  They do not hold as many dogs at night as they do 
during the day and they always keep them inside at night.  There are no 
cages.  There is basically someone that stays with the dogs during the 
night in those big playrooms.  
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Mr. Gallin went over some of the improved sections of the main building 
including the entrance to Grand Prix New York and the adjacent self-
storage.  He said on the south side of the building about 85% of the 
façade work associated with the Athletic Club.  He pointed out the only 
section that hasn’t been completed as well as this freestanding building.  
He showed the Board photos of the historic state of the truck maintenance 
building, pointing out the roll up doors, the corrugated aluminum panels, 
all of which is being removed.  He said the only thing they are keeping is 
the structure of the building, the scale of the building and the brick piers 
are going to be power washed and maintained.  
 
Chairman Kelly asked if there was going to be any screening with the 
fenced area or would it be just a chain link fence.  Mr. Gallin said the only 
chain link fence is the two gates enclosed around the dumpster.  There 
will be privacy slots in the vinyl fence.  Jim MacDonald asked the color of 
the fence.  Mr. Gallin said it would be white.   
 
Chairman Kelly asked if the colors of the metal siding are to match the 
main building.  Mr. Gallin said they would match the field on Grand Prix.  
They are not doing any of the accent weaving of the colors.  It will be the 
lighter color – four high panels.  He said the accent panels below will be 
stucco in a warm gray color.  Jim MacDonald asked if they could match 
the darker gray for continuity.  Mr. Gallin said they could.  He said all the 
window frames would be clear anodized aluminum and the glass would be 
the same glass on the main building.  Chairman Kelly said matching the 
dark gray stucco would tie the buildings together. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked about signage.  Mr. Gallin said they are showing 
only the placeholder for signage.  They are not asking for approval at this 
time.  Someone would be back.  They are even thinking about changing 
the name.  Mr. Gallin said they would have to abide by the Comprehensive 
Sign Package for the site.  Chairman Kelly asked if this was a stand alone 
lot.  Mr. Cassidy said it is one parcel.  Jim MacDonald asked about the 
lighting.  Mr. Gallin said there are existing streetlamps, which will provide 
a majority of the lighting.  He said they do show light under the canopy 
being built in and as subtle as possible and they are proposing wall 
sconces at each of the doors.  Patti Kiernan asked if the existing lights 
would be removed.  Mr. Gallin said they would all be removed.  Chairman 
Kelly asked if there would be anything in the exterior play area.  Mr. Gallin 
said there would only be sconces by the doors.  Mr. Cassidy asked if the 
sconces were zero cut off.  Mr. Gallin said that was correct, they are full 
cut off. 
 
Chairman Kelly asked if there were any questions or concerns.  Jim 
MacDonald said it would be nice if the white vinyl was actually gray to 
match for better continuity.  Chairman Kelly asked for a motion with a 
recommendation that the gray stucco to match Grand Prix’s darker color 
and the pvc fencing to try to match a light gray color if possible.   
 
Patti Kiernan made a motion to accept the architectural changes to 
Canine Kindergarten (The Park – 333 No. Bedford Road) with the 
recommendation that the paint of the stucco on the building be 
matched if possible to the dark gray siding on the Grand Prix and 
the vinyl fencing around the dog play yard possible be gray as well 
as opposed to white.  Bruce Hartleben seconded the motion.  All 
aye. 
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4. EK Mount Kisco LLC    Case #ARB11-9 
 36 Main Street     Amend Comprehensive 
 Mount Kisco, NY 10549   Sign Package 
 
Chairman Kelly explained that this next case was not on the original 
agenda for the meeting but the Board would entertain this next case. 
 
Mr. Steven Gallant of Joseph A. Bank and Mr. Adam Brodsky, EK Mount 
Kisco, property owner appeared before the Board. 
 
Chairman Kelly explained that Joseph A. Bank had come before the Board 
many months ago and received approvals and has received building 
permits and would now like to make some deviations/changes to the 
building.  He said that there is a Comprehensive Sign Package that they 
would like to make some changes to as well.  He asked for the applicants 
to make their presentation. 
 
Mr. Gallant said they had received some late information and some 
incorrect information from their sign company.  They had the impression 
they could have larger, 24” letters and they recently got some information 
they could only have 12” high letters in their sign district.  He said the 
submittal is incorrect but they are willing to work with the Board.  He said 
right now they are trying to make a completion date of April 8th.  Joseph 
A. Bank will be open April 15th to the public so they are behind the eight 
ball in trying to get something different for the signs.  Currently the 
Comprehensive Sign Package includes just a plexiglass sign with vinyl 
letters as shown for the Wine Junction.  Mr. Gallant said they modified 
their sign when they came in for building modifications, which the Board 
approved.  Now they are having the landlord modify the Comprehensive 
Sign Package with something more typical for them.   
 
Mr. Gallant said their typical signage includes plaques in front of the 
building (18” x 20”) and they also show some in the back.  Chairman Kelly 
said that the current regulations consider those plaques another sign.  He 
said in the interest of trying to get a building open there are several 
different avenues that can be taken.  One, the applicant could go to the 
Zoning Board of Appeals, which they probably wouldn’t want to do 
because of time.  Technically, there should only be one sign and on the 
sheet showing the front of the building there are four signs officially.  
Chairman Kelly said the main sign could not exceed 12” in height unless 
you want to go to the Zoning Board of Appeals.  Mr. Gallant asked if the 
Board had the authority to approve any of the additional signs.  Chairman 
Kelly said the only wiggle room the applicants have is in the individual 
windows, 25% of that could contain some type of graphic.  They could 
potentially do it in an artificial metal looking type panel to achieve but 
otherwise the plaques are signs and would have to go to the Zoning Board 
of Appeals.   
 
Mr. Gallant asked if this evening, the Board could consider a 12” non-
illuminated sign for themselves and the Wine Junction, illuminated by 
goosenecks, no plaques, and no names on the awnings?  Chairman Kelly 
said that is why he wants to have an open dialog.  He asked Mr. Brodsky 
as building owner could he authorize the Wine Junction signs.  Mr. 
Brodsky said he could.  He said they have seen the plan and are excited 
about it.  Chairman Kelly asked if the type of lettering shown, which is 
very consistent to Jos. A. Bank lettering, is that where we’re going with 
that?  Mr. Gallant said yes.  He added they are working together so there 
is no cost to the Wine Junction.  Chairman Kelly said the Wine Junction 
name on the awning would have to disappear also.  Jim MacDonald asked 
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about the color of the lettering.  Mr. Gallant said the Wine Junction would 
match their prototype coloring, which is on their current sign, which is 
black.  It’s an aluminum letter with a black face. 
 
Chairman Kelly said in going to the rear of the building, there are the 
same discussions here.  There are now five signs where we really need to 
have one sign.  Mr. Gallant said if the Board could approve the awning 
without the graphics and no plaques?  Chairman Kelly said there is 
something in the sign ordinance that it’s supposed to be over the door.  
Mr. Gallant said technically it is because it’s the entrance to the second 
level.  Chairman Kelly said issue number one is that the sign is not over 
the door.  The second issue is that it’s second story signage.  Austin 
Cassidy said this issue was visited with this applicant months ago on the 
over-the-door issue.  He believes the actual language is “at the entrance”.  
Chairman Kelly said his ultimate goal is to try to figure out how to get this 
open so it’s not an eyesore anymore and not have you have to go to the 
Zoning Board of Appeals.  If you don’t like what we’re ultimately come it, 
than that is your right but we have a store that supposed to open in 30 
days. 
 
The recording secretary read Section 89-11.1, General Provisions of the 
law “Each business establishment shall be limited to one principal sign of 
any type permitted within a sign district at the primary public entrance.  
In the event that a business has a secondary public entrance on a 
separate street frontage or parking lot, an additional sign may be 
permitted at the secondary public entrance.” 
 
Austin Cassidy said the Board did not have to split that hair.  He said he 
would regard the bottom of the stairs the entrance.  Anne Houck said you 
enter by a stairway.  Mr. Brodsky said the stairs are exclusive to the store.  
The other door is an emergency exit out of the basement, which is 
exclusive basement for this tenant.   
 
Chairman Kelly said the next hurdle is second story signage, which is 
prohibited.  The recording secretary read under Section 89.5, Prohibited 
Signs it lists second floor exterior signage as a prohibited sign.  Chairman 
Kelly said if the proposed sign was going to be allowable, the Jos. A. Bank 
sign would have to be lowered to first story height.  Austin Cassidy said he 
believed was suggested in the past that it’s the signage that guided you to 
the entry point to navigate to the business, which was at the bottom of 
the stairs.  And the awning that was being proposed above if it didn’t have 
the lettering on it, there was no zoning issue.  Chairman Kelly said it was 
being looked at could it be a way-finding sign.  Mr. Gallant said it could be 
an architectural feature.   
 
Chairman Kelly said at the moment the Jos. A. Bank plaques would 
definitely disappear; the Wine Junction sign would have to move down.  
Mr. Brodsky said there an arched shaped pergola over their door.  Mr. 
Gallant said that sign is existing.  Chairman Kelly said the Board is 
reviewing a Comprehensive Sign Package for the building.  Anne Houck 
said the amendment might include some existing features of the current 
sign package.  Chairman Kelly said however there is a sign on the second 
story, which is not in compliance.  Mr. Gallant said since they have already 
gone through the approval process for that, would they have to do it 
again?  Chairman Kelly said we are either doing a new sign package or 
we’re not.    The recording secretary said they are also changing the rear 
sign – it’s pin-mounted.  It’s not the same sign as the sign that’s existing.  
Chairman Kelly said unfortunately they would have to go the Zoning Board 
of Appeals to get a variance for that.  Mr. Gallant said there is no room to 
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move their sign down to unfortunately.  Chairman Kelly said it could 
potentially be smaller underneath the pergola.   
 
Bruce Hartleben said if you look at the second story entrance, the sign 
technically would be below the door.  Chairman Kelly said that’s really 
where it has to go whether we agree or not.  Patti Kiernan says it’s 
confusing because the front of the building is first floor.  Chairman Kelly 
pointed out the grade changes.  Mr. Brodsky said the basement is exposed 
at that point.  Patti Kiernan asked what was the purpose of prohibiting 
second story signage?  Mr. Gallant said they don’t just occupy the second 
story; they occupy both levels.  Patti Kiernan asked what was the point 
about prohibiting second floor signage?  Chairman Kelly said the whole 
idea was that the Village didn’t want signage that was glaring a mile 
away, up high. 
 
Chairman Kelly said there is an alternative, put up a green awning, put no 
sign there, put no sign in the back for now and go to the Zoning Board of 
Appeals afterwards for the sign to be up there.  Your argument would be 
looking at stuff around.  Deal with the front sign tonight and open the 
store.  Mr. Gallant said he is more comfortable having a sign on a lower 
level.  It’s just how to solve the Wine Junction.  Mr. Brodsky asked how 
the Wine Junction was approved at the second story.  They went to the 
expense of putting the lights up and now we’re going to be asking them to 
move it down.  Austin Cassidy said it was approved around the time of the 
new sign law.  Bruce Hartleben said another suggestion to make the sign 
on the awning larger and have that be the sign.  Mr. Gallant said the 
problem is that is not illuminated and at night or a dark day, it would not 
be visible in the parking lot.   
 
Chairman Kelly said the ARB could recommend to the Zoning Board that 
we think it was logical to put it there but we cannot overrule the 
regulations.  He said he is trying to help the applicant at the same time to 
get him opened.  His option is to approve everything in the front as was 
earlier discussed, approve a green awning in the rear.  He can put stuff on 
his door because he’s allowed to have 25% of his door covered.  He can 
take it lower, and go to the Zoning Board to have it relocated higher or 
don’t take the sign lower for now and ask for the Zoning Board to approve 
it higher.  The applicant has to make a judgment call.  Mr. Brodsky asked 
what would they do with the Wine Junction sign?  Chairman Kelly said 
they should ask for now.  Mr. Gallant asked if they could leave what Wine 
Junction has for now, and install their sign lower…  Chairman Kelly said 
the Wine Junction would have a sunset clause, they could have it for 
awhile.  Mr. Cassidy said their sign would have amortization rights. 
 
Chairman Kelly he doesn’t want to break the rules.  He wants to figure out 
how to orchestrate this so it’s fair to Jos. A. Bank yet the Board is not 
being arbitrary from one client to another.  He said he thinks if the 
applicant wants the Board to go with the logic of 12” letters at the first 
story with the understanding that the applicant wants to reserve the right 
to go to the Zoning Board of Appeals or not install it and still goes to the 
Zoning Board of Appeals.  It’s your call.  Mr. Gallant asked if the Board 
would be opposed long term if they went to the ZBA for two different 
heights on signage with Wine Junction replacing their existing sign.  
Chairman Kelly said if they are going to go to the Zoning Board of 
Appeals, he thinks they would have a better argument to have both of the 
signs at the same height.  Jim MacDonald said he would support them at 
the same height actually.  Anne Houck said she thinks the ZBA would be 
much more amenable to the signs being at the same height. Chairman 
Kelly said when everyone gets on the same page how will they make a 
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motion to make this package legitimate and then either a 
recommendation or no recommendation to the Zoning Board of Appeals.  
Mr. Brodsky said he appreciates the Board working with them.   Chairman 
Kelly said if the Board is approving the application tonight with the right to 
go to the Zoning Board of Appeals the applicant can chew on it for a while 
and think about it.  Then if they feel at the end of the day, it works, leave 
it alone.  Or they could go to the Zoning Board of Appeals over the next 
months.  Mr. Gallant said for the visibility at the opening, he would prefer 
to have the sign installed lower for now and then go back to raise their 
sign and replace Wine Junctions existing sign at the same height.  Patti 
Kiernan asked if they could do it without the lighting for now?  Mr. Gallant 
said it’s a non-illuminated sign. He’s going to have to patch the building 
anyway, so he may as well light it.  The upper junction boxes are roughed 
in behind the wall so moving it up is not a problem.  It’s just patching the 
building.  Mr. Brodsky said it is just stucco.  It’s not a big deal.  Chairman 
Kelly said they could not approve something knowing it’s non-compliant. 
 
Mr. Gallant said the awning would not be named, no plaques, sign roughly 
in line with the landing and we’ll go back to the ZBA.  Mr. Brodsky asked if 
they go to the ZBA could they also try to get the plaques also.  Chairman 
Kelly said they could ask.  He said the sign height makes logical sense 
because of visibility from the parking lot.  Mr. Gallant said he knows the 
plaques are considered but they are non-illuminated.  At night, you don’t 
see them.  They’re artwork.  He said they have them in most stores and 
it’s rare that they don’t have them approved.   
 
Jim MacDonald asked, since they are showing all the awnings, is there 
lighting under the awnings?  Chairman Kelly said right now they are 
showing lights underneath the green awning at the top of the stairs.  He 
said he assumed they were staying.  Mr. Gallant said they were.  
Chairman Kelly asked if they supplied cut sheets for the lights.  Mr. 
Gallant said last time the Board had requested the no glare to the street.  
Chairman Kelly asked that they be supplied to the Building Department. 
 
Chairman Kelly said at the moment, the applicant is proposing 12” letters 
at the first floor with gooseneck lights above them.  Mr. Brodsky asked Mr. 
Gallant if that was going to be a concern that someone is not going to 
steal the lamps or bend them or damage them.  Mr. Gallant said unless 
you are on the stairs, you are not going to reach the sign.  Chairman Kelly 
said we also have the understanding that the Wine Junction sign is non-
conforming and if they go back to the Zoning Board to ask to have both 
signs approved at that sign.  Mr. Gallant asked if they had to see another 
submittal with the other changes with the rear like this to sponsor them to 
go the ZBA.  Mr. Cassidy said it would run in parallel.  He said when they 
go to the ZBA, we give an informational to the ARB and they may wish to 
go on record with the Zoning Board on the yeah or nay.   Chairman Kelly 
said the ARB could put in the minutes that they don’t object to the 
applicant to going to the Zoning Board for that. 
 
Chairman Kelly said, going back to the front, we’re going to eliminate the 
brass plaques on either side of the front door, the graphics in the glass 
are compliant so that’s a non-issue.  The Jos. A. Bank sign is now going to 
be 12” letters along with Wine Junction going to 12” letters also.  The 
name on the awning, Jos. A. Bank, will be removed and the name on Wine 
Junction awning will be removed.  The Jos. A. Bank awning will be a forest 
green and wine junction will be a burgundy.  Everything else is graphically 
the same.  There are individual pin-mounted letters with goosenecks 
above that were previously approved on both signs.  On the rear of the 
building, the proposed Jos. A. Bank sign lowered to first story will be 12” 
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letters, the three brass plaques are going to be removed, and the Jos. A. 
bank name on the awning is going to be removed.  The applicant has the 
right to go to the Zoning Board of Appeals to ask for a variance at a later 
date to raise the signs to the second floor for site visibility.  Chairman 
Kelly asked for a motion.   
 
Motion:  Bruce Hartleben made a motion to accept the application 
as described by Chairman Kelly.  Anne Houck seconded the motion.  
All aye. 
 
Chairman Kelly told Mr. Gallant to get the submission back as fast as they 
can and work on the ZBA package.  It’s going to take some time. Mr. 
Gallant said he would send two submittals – one revised and one for ZBA.  
The recording secretary said that the submission for the ZBA would come 
as a sign permit application that would be denied by the Building 
Inspector that will kick off a zoning application.  Mr. Gallant asked if their 
sign permit has to be closed out to move forward.  He said they would 
apply for the signage to get it installed for the opening.   
 
Special Discussion: 
 
Chairman Kelly said there is one more item to discuss that came to the 
Building Department regarding an awning change on an existing business.  
Patti Tipa said she emailed the renderings to the Board.  She said we 
would like the Board’s input on a proposed awning change at 7 No. Moger 
Avenue.  Chairman Kelly said in the interest of moving this along, the 
awning is compliant, and there are no issues.  It’s a vast improvement to 
what was there before.  He asked if anyone had any issues or feels that 
the application needs to come before the Board?  Chairman Kelly said he 
didn’t think so.  The rest of the Board agreed.  Patti Tipa said the color of 
the awning will be a yellow background with black lettering where it says 
Continental Multiservices and where it says Western Union, it will be black 
background with yellow lettering.  There will be nothing on the return of 
the awning, nothing on the sides.  It’s the same awning frame.  They are 
re-facing the awning.  This has gone through several iterations over the 
last several months to get the text compliant on the awning.  Anne Houck 
asked if there are any lighting changes.  Patti Tipa said it appears the 
lighting is internal.  Chairman Kelly said if everybody is ok, then this will 
technically handled by the Building Inspector.  He said let the record show 
that this proposal has been reviewed by the Board, and they have no 
problem and they strongly suggest that the Building Inspector sign off on 
the proposal at this point.   
 
Minutes: April 21, 2010 
 
Chairman Kelly:  Can we get a motion to accept the minutes? 
 
Motion:  Patti Kiernan made a motion to approve the minutes from 
the February 16, 2011 meeting as presented.  Bruce Hartleben 
seconded the motion.  Anne Houck abstained from voting as she 
was not at the meeting.  Remainder of the Board voted all aye. 
 
Chairman Kelly:  The meeting is now adjourned.  Thank you. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:30 pm. 
 
 


